
KINDLING
TOGETHERNESS

TrunQ



We humans have always been fascinated by fire. Fire has played an important role 

in our lives. Even today in modern society, people feel the desire to retreat to their 

backyards where they can cook a meal over an open fire and just take it easy.

While gazing at the flames dancing above the embers, they can take in a deep 

breath, forget what was on their minds and simply be content.



TrunQ
Going back to basics and appreciating life is what TrunQ is all about. 

Its 3 times Red Dot award winning design, by the renowned German 

designers Christian Kusenbach and Martin Sessler, resembles a hollowed 

out log. A steel log with a basic look that combines the functionalities of a 

braai, a grill and a firepit. And because of its well thought-out design, the 

TrunQ enables you to grill your food and kindle the fire simultaneously.

Firepit  Braai Grill

SPECIFICATIONS
 ∫ Design fire pit 

 ∫ BBQ and fire pit in one

 ∫ Braai concept

 ∫ Movable grill

 ∫ Modulair build up

 ∫ High and low support

 ∫ Weight: 24.9kg / 54.8 lbs

 ∫ Length: 950mm / Width: 483mm

The TrunQ has 3 simple components. The main 

component is a long, deep and curved fire tray 

with open ends in which the fire is built. It is 

mounted on three fireproof, square-shaped 

stones. The grill is placed on top of the tray and 

can be slid along the whole length.  

Its length of 1 metre is definitely what gives the TrunQ the edge over its rivals. You 

simply slide the grill to one side over the charcoal and then start grilling your food 

and carry on kindling the fire side by side. 

The materials used in the TrunQ’s design are 

sturdy and minimalistic. They make the TrunQ 

both durable and appealing to look at, as well 

as easy to maintain. In fact, you could leave it 

in your backyard and simply wipe it clean with a 

cloth the next time you want to use it.

3 SIMPLE COMPONENTS

GRILLING FOOD AND KINDLING
THE FIRE SIDE BY SIDE

DURABLE AND 
APPEALING TO LOOK AT
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